
Tenure and Promotion Committee Meeting Minutes 

Tuesday, 16 April 2013 

 

Present:  Josey Templeton, Suzanne Mabrouk, Pat Briggs, Paul Rosenblum, Dave Trautman, Katya Skow, 

Julie Lipovsky, George Williams, Kathy Grenier, Jack Porter, William Sharbrough, Catherine Burton, 

Jim Hutchisson 

 

Guest: Provost Sam Hines 

 

Absent:  Mark M
c
Kinney, Kirstin Steele. John Murden 

 

The Faculty Tenure and Promotion Committee had a “working lunch” meeting today.  Members 

filled their plates and then Chair Suzanne Mabrouk began the meeting at 11:17 by reviewing the 

accomplishments of the committee for the 2012 – 2013 academic year.  The committee made 

recommendations for 12 candidates and 18 decisions.  We revised Memorandum 3-7 and the 

committee charter, William Sharbrough wrote by-laws for the committee, Mark M
c
Kinney and 

Kara Klein (External Affairs) moved the committee website to Joomla, and 9 departments and 

schools revised their tenure and promotion documents.  Eight of the nine department/school 

standards were reviewed by academic board.  The standards of one school will be reviewed by 

academic board later this month.  The FTPC continued the move to an electronic application and 

review process, so that only a few items (such as books) are submitted as hard copy. 

 

A new revision of the committee’s charter allows us to elect a chair at the end of an academic 

year so that the new chair is in place and ready to begin work at the start of the next academic 

year.  Katya Skow stood for election as chair, and the committee elected her unanimously by 

voice vote.  She will lead the committee which will review 17 candidates for tenure and/or 

promotion in 2013-2014. 

 

Suzanne raised the idea of having one (or more) senior faculty serve as advisors for new faculty 

as they build and maintain portfolios for tenure and promotion.  Ideally this person would be a 

full professor who had served previously on FTPC.  Suzanne thought a new faculty member 

would be more likely to seek out advice from someone who had knowledge and experience, but 

was not directly involved in his or her tenure and promotion process.  Provost Sam Hines stated 

that when he was dean he sometimes felt awkward advising a candidate on preparing for a tenure 

or promotion decision on which Sam would have to decide later.  Although there was some 

support among committee members for this idea, the overriding feeling was to not create such 

positions now, that mentors and departmental/school FTPC representatives are currently doing 

good jobs of advising and assisting new faculty members as they build portfolios and apply for 

tenure and promotion.  One common concern was that we might add another layer to the process 

of obtaining tenure and promotion. 

 



Before Sam presented his main point, the role of collegiality in the tenure and promotion 

process, he stated that he and General Rosa had approved all of the committee’s 

recommendations for 2012- 2013 tenure and promotion applications.  He said that he would be 

contacting each applicant with the news in the next couple of days. 

 

Sam said that he thinks FTPC should discuss collegiality and where it fits, if anywhere in the the 

tenure and promotion process, and how it should be handled within departments and schools.  As 

such, this is the reason for this meeting with General Hines.  Currently departments and schools 

treat collegiality differently but most department/school standards simply make passing reference 

to “good colleague” or “collegial atmosphere”.  Professor Guy Toubiana, head of Modern 

Languages, inquired about the legality of including a clause on collegiality in his department’s 

standards.  Sam researched the issue and discovered the courts have ruled collegiality is an 

admissible criterion in tenure and promotion cases.  Thus Sam thinks FTPC should consider 

adopting a policy concerning collegiality.  

 

Committee members had mixed thoughts about the issue.  Most feel that collegiality is an 

important issue, and it would be helpful if tenure and promotion standards contained explicit 

statements about collegiality.  Some members felt constrained in the past because ballots have no 

specific location for writing about collegiality.  Others expressed the view that new faculty may 

need to be told about any collegiality problems early, before they apply for tenure or promotion. 

Some committee members mentioned The Citadel used to have faculty who were quite 

uncollegial, and it would be helpful to have written guidelines in place should this problem arise 

in the future.  On the other hand some committee members expressed concern about the 

difficulty of defining collegiality, and that the word meant different things in the various 

departments and schools.  Another concern was the problem of precisely measuring collegiality.  

A lack of collegiality may manifest itself as a problem in teaching, research, or service, and thus 

be addressed in one of those criteria.  Some expressed the idea that our best approach would be 

to prompt departments and schools to include collegiality as a tenure and promotion issue in their 

own standards.  It was mentioned that collegiality only addresses one type of faculty relationship 

on a college campus, faculty member to faculty member.  Faculty are also involved in faculty to 

student relationships, faculty to staff relationships, and faculty to administrator relationships.  It 

was also mentioned that there are additional relationships on a college campus outside of student 

to student relationships.  These include: staff to staff, staff to administrator, and staff to student 

relationships.  Some people also expressed the view that the Faculty Council, Academic Board, 

or Human Resources may need to get involved. 

 

The committee reached no decision as to how to address the issue of collegiality in the tenure 

and promotion process. 

 

The meeting adjourned at 12:38. 



 

Submitted 16 April 2013 

Dave Trautman 

 


